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PREFACE

When we first spoke about doing the Business Talk series, it was a hot summer’s day in
New South Wales, just before Christmas. When the phone call ended there was an
excitement and expectation there that hasn’t stopped.

It was obvious from our first meeting in October 2018 that we had a similar passion -
seeing Women in Business being empowered and inspired to build and profit from their
own business ideas. We had both experienced the highs and lows of running our own
businesses, and realised that it was time for us to share our experiences with others. In
the hope that our advice and experience would help others who may be facing a mental
or emotional, physical or financial obstruction - keeping them from realising their goals
in business.

These workbooks, are made to be scribbled in, highlighted, and bookmarked. We expect
at least one coffee stain on at least one page, and maybe even a few cake crumbs.
Everything mentioned in this book will have been covered in our talk: Face to Face
Networking & Authentic Sales. Which will be available online soon, and if you would
like us to cover this talk at a venue near you… just get in touch!

We wish you, dear Reader, all of the best luck in your business venture. Take a deep
breath, get comfortable, and prepare for the ride of your life…

Much love,

Sandy Bigara & Tara Mollel
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About
Sandy Bigara

Sandy Bigara is a Multipotentialite / Polymath, and has run multiple Arts and
Entertainment focused companies since 1998. Sandy’s educational shows toured to
over 1 million underprivileged children in South Africa, from 2008 - 2011. When she left
South Africa for the Central Coast of NSW in 2015, her Paw Paw Show Company was
one of the most successful in her hometown of Durban. Sandy was also one of the
official hosts of The Good Food & Wine Show South Africa, in Durban, Johannesburg
and Capetown - working with MasterChef Australia’s Hayden Quinn, The Great British
Bake-Off’s Paul Hollywood, and Ceebeebies’ I Can Cook’s Katy Ashworth.

Being a Multipotentialite has allowed Sandy to work in over 45 different creative
industries, everything from creating special effects zombies in Sydney, writing
theatrical musicals that ran for over 6 weeks at a time, singing for Nelson Mandela,
assistant conducting the KZN National Choir in Europe (and coming second in the World
Choir Games) publishing books for herself and clients, being at number 1 in Australia
and at number 117 globally out of 3.5 million artists in the Reverbnation charts for
cinematic music production, starting the Gosford and the Wyong Community Choirs,
and establishing annual shows in Comedy and Music at Fringe venues on the Central
Coast. Most recently being named the official Land Leader for Terrigal for the 5 Lands
Walk - the biggest cultural celebration with over 30,000 attendees in 2018…

In Face-to-Face Networking, you will learn about the power of face to face networking
- not “Network Marketing” - rather, real and sustainable networking in your day-to-day
life. Creating tangible and relational, useable mental resources for establishing “paid”
connections in business and in your social life. Sandy will show you how to profit from
even the most relaxed and social networking situations.
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About
Tara Mollel

Tara Mollel is a Human Behaviour Specialist, Business and Sales coach! She works with
female entrepreneurs who are struggling to expand their client base and gain visibility
and traction in their business.

Tara helps them to reconnect to their uniqueness and identify their dream client so
they can easily and authentically stand out online, grow their audience, and fill their
bookings for a successful and impactful business. Tara has been a serial entrepreneur
for the past decade. Having created and sold two other businesses, she is no stranger
to the world of startups.

As a Human Behaviour Specialist, Tara focuses on creating authentic relationships in
business through her sales and marketing education for others.

Tara studied at UNSW Australia, Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.)/ Bachelor of Arts, doing
a double degree in Arts and Education - including additional studies in psychology,
international education, and world religions. She then attended the University of
Sydney, gaining a Graduate Diploma in International Education, where her knowledge
and current case studies were applied to assist Tanzanian based NGO's. Tara then
attended The Coaching Institute, and completed a Diploma Life Coaching, where she
studied Human Behaviour and Life Coaching.
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WORKBOOK

DISCLAIMER:

You will notice that this is a very friendly workbook, we don’t use fancy language or
hard to follow concepts. We write in our own voices and hope to share our passion and
love of business with you. This is a work book of real change, the first step towards a
better, well rounded business person: You! Each book in this series will be available
each month in 2019, starting in April.
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FACE-TO-FACE NETWORKING
Sandy Bigara

CHAPTER ONE - The First Contact

STEP ONE

Ask Questions.
Yes, you read me.
Ask a LOT of Questions.

The absolute best way to start creating your personal network of contacts is by asking
questions.

The minute I meet someone new, I start by saying:
“Hello”
Followed by the usual pleasantries (NOTE: you have 12 seconds to create a good
impression! Smile, make eye contact and be comfortable in your skin!) once we’ve
chatted about why we’re both at the event, I then ask:
‘So, what do you do?” or “What sort of work do you do?” “Do you live near here?”

This is usually where they open up and start to share their work and work related
passion with me! I hear about their job, and then I urge them to tell me more about
that… and usually I end up hearing about the ‘thing’ that they want to do more than
anything in the world. You know that thing. The thing that niggles at you until you
finally get the ball rolling and do it? THAT is what I am interested in hearing about!

You need to be genuinely interested in their story, encouraging them and motivating
them to succeed, even in that first conversation! Make sure that when you reply, or
offer up information about your own business, that you speak with joy and confidence.
Joy sparks joy.

Every single interaction that you have in this life, can be positive or negative. If you
hold that truth in your hand and heart, you can step into your power and master the
art of making friends.
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Activity:

Write down below, some ideas of questions that you could ask someone you have just
met.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

What are some hypothetical answers that YOU would give to these same questions. It’s
good to be prepared so that you come across relaxed and as your own lovely genuine
self!
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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Meditation

“You have to be burning with an idea, or a problem, or a wrong that you want to
right. If you're not passionate enough from the start, you'll never stick it out.”
― Steve Jobs

Take time to sit and meditate on what it is that you’d like to connect with people over.
Think positively about future interactions, visualise yourself making good, life long
friendships wherever you go. Imagine yourself well able to balance and juggle all of the
qualities needed to be a successful networker.

Positive Affirmation: I can make friends easily, there is enough strength inside of me, to
overcome shyness, and awkwardness. I am going to walk in my power, and speak my
truth. Friendships are a blessing.
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STEP TWO

Connect Online.

If you don’t have Social Media… set some up.

It’s the best way to network and make financially beneficial connections for you, and
your business.

With my new friend, still standing at the event, I then ask if they are on Facebook, or
Instagram, or Twitter etc. And if they are willing, we swap details. They are usually
willing, so don’t stress about that! If they decline and offer their business card instead…
walk away. They will not take you up on any of the work you send their way.
Guaranteed.

I make sure to post on their wall that I am so glad to have met them. Use emoji’s! Write
things like “Yay!”and “Whoop!”- Get that relationship into the friendly zone asap so
that you can start sending them some paid work!

Usually they will reply within an hour or a day, and the back and forth chat that
happens at that point really cements them into my mind and my memory. That’s the
important part - remembering them. It can be subconscious memory. Or you can create
a spreadsheet with their name and contact, and keywords.

You can trust that in a week or a month, or even a year - when someone says,
“Oh, I really need someone who can do x, y, z” your hand will shoot up and you’ll say,
“I know someone who can help you!”

If you are a shy sort of person, that’s OK. If I could have my way, I’d be a hermit,
painting and singing on a mountain top somewhere! It absolutely pushes me way out
of my comfort zone to randomly strike up conversations with strangers.
But I do it.
And yes, I profit from it - not only with wealth, but with wealth of a different kind… I
make lots of amazing friends!
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Activity:

Here’s a Social media set up list, make sure you are present and searchable! Think of a
good @ handle name to use to represent your business:
@___________________________________

 Facebook Personal Profile
Name ________________________________________
Login ________________________________________
Password ________________________________________

 Facebook Business Page
Name ________________________________________

 Twitter Page
Name ________________________________________
Login ________________________________________
Password ________________________________________

 Instagram Page
Name ________________________________________
Login ________________________________________
Password ________________________________________

Each of these can take some time to set up. Don’t become overwhelmed. Just do it one
step at a time and you will be set up before you know it! You need to be reachable.
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Meditation

“Simple, genuine goodness is the best capital to found the business of this life upon.
It lasts when fame and money fail, and is the only riches we can take out of this world
with us.”
― Louisa May Alcott, Little Men

Take time to really think about the things holding you back. To become someone that
others can rely on, someone that will remember them. Remember their dreams, their
hopes - and help them to achieve those things! Allow yourself the pleasure of making
and keeping good business connections. When fear raises it’s gnarly head - just look it
dead in the eye and say: I can do anything that I wish to do!

Positive Affirmation: I am big and brave, despite my limitations. I can stand tall and
strong - and make new and profitable friends.
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STEP THREE

Be prepared.
Talk to that mirror.
Talk to anyone who will listen.

Think of some questions to ask when you meet new friends. Practice them so that you
don’t come across strained or fake - you have to be 100% real and legitimate when you
meet people, otherwise you will not attract the right kinds of people to your network.
You want friendly, focused and hardworking people in your network.

This natural and relevant type network building happens everywhere, any time. It can
be at your child’s school, at church, at the bank, at a political event, at a wedding - you
name it. Where there are people, there are potential Network partners.

If you are really struggling with the idea of having to approach people and just… talk to
them! (eek!) Just remember, often the person you are approaching is just as nervous.
May not know anyone at the event. Your approach is most likely a “Whew!” moment
for them!

Just go for it!

Activity:

Find a mirror. You know what to do. Talk!
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Meditation

“Business is a game, played for fantastic stakes, and you're in competition with
experts. If you want to win, you have to learn to be a master of the game.”
― Sidney Sheldon, Master of the Game

Business is a game, really try to see it that way. Shut your eyes and imagine yourself
succeeding in confidence and connection. Imagine yourself in power and strength! You
are everything you need to succeed. In whatever venture you’re dreaming of. Rise up!

Positive Affirmation: I am able to do all that is necessary to succeed in my business. I
am teachable, I am willing to learn and to rise up, if I ever mess up!
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STEP FOUR

Stop selling and start listening.

People have this built in sensor system installed at birth. They will always buy into a
product or a person that is confidently speaking about themselves. There is nothing
wrong with Sales. It’s awesome, and there is definitely a time and place for it. But when
it comes to networking - trying to sell something minutes into a new friendship (or
even worse, days into a new friendship where they think to themselves “Did she only
make friends with me so that I would join her team/buy her products?” it’s death to
networking. Doing that… It’s like insect repellent being sprayed on possible future
business partners! No! *swat!

The more you listen, the better you know them, the better you know them, the more
likely you will be able to send work their way… and benefit financially at the same time.

You will, with time, learn when the right time is, to gently insert your share of the
information sharing… You’ll know when to naturally talk about what it is that you do.
Without becoming shy or awkward. What actually happens is something that you
wouldn’t expect…

Once you’ve made a number of business networking friends, You’ll know more and
more people when you attend similar events… you will recognise people. They will
recognise you! And… If you have established an online connection as well, chances are,
they will have seen the amazing things you’ve posted online regarding your business!

The thing that happens is this:

Others will tell your new friend about YOUR business! Yes! You’ll get used to people
butting into your conversation saying:

“Oh [new person] you should hear about [your name’s] new business venture OMG!
It’s amazing!!” and your new friend will be immediately interested to know more about
you, and your business!

It really does benefit you if you are friendly and listen.

Activity:

This week, start listening to people that you meet, and also people that you know well.
When you walk away and have a moment, write down everything that you learned
about that person. See how much you can remember!
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Meditation

“I’m a fake fact factory. The things I make are the things I make up. Also, as a side
business, I make love. Actually, I just made that up.”
― Dora J. Arod, Love quotes for the ages. And the ageless sages.

Spend a few minutes seeing the entire art of business as a creative and entertaining
game. Take away the fear aspect, and see it as fun and challenging instead. Find some
nice hypnotherapy on Youtube, that can help you combat any fear of rejection that may
hinder your attempts at growing your network.

Positive Affirmation: I can have fun, while doing business. I am interesting, I am caring,
I am going to be great at this!
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STEP FIVE

Stay in touch whenever possible.

This is easy, if you listened, you will know some of the things that they would like.
You’d have a better idea about their sense of humour. You’d think of them when you
saw a funny meme, or a serious news story that tied in with what they’d told you.

Share relevant meme’s, articles, facebook videos etc on their wall every now and then.
They will be impressed that you’ve thought of them and remembered them. If you see
them commenting on a group post anywhere (Facebook let’s you see sometimes when
a friend has commented on a post) make sure to reply on that comment and agree with
them or start a conversation about the topic there. It will help to cement trust and
friendship.

If there has been an active friendship happening, they will be more open to those
hurried and excited messenger messages at 10pm saying:
“I’ve got a client that needs to have a pot plant holder painted to look like a frog! He
can pay $150 - are you keen??” *frog emoji *dollar bill emoji

See? Now, you can make some money from doing this, while building your tribe all
around you. Building an awesome tribe is worth it’s weight in gold, friendship is a gift
that you can give to yourself!

Now, let’s move on to learn how you can earn good money from your networking
efforts.
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CHAPTER TWO - Profiting from Networking

STEP ONE

Get yourself an invoice app, like Quickbooks.

Get yourself set up to send off invoices quickly and easily. This may sound silly, and
you’ve probably got this all sorted already, but there are a lot of us who are sitting at
the very beginning of our new venture and these sorts of things can seem very nerve-
wracking. It’s OK. We’ve all done it, and we’ve all survived.

Once you have the Invoice app of your choice downloaded on your phone, it’s time to
get your Paypal set up. If you are able to, get Paypal Here - the set up is a bit of a pain
but you are able to take card payment on your mobile phone (either tap and go if your
phone supports it, or by entering card details manually) Having this as a payment
option makes you well equipped to direct money into your bank account at the drop of
a hat.

STEP TWO

Keep your ears and eyes to the ground.

Pay attention on Facebook. Notice when friends or business group friends post
requests like:
“I need help with my garden this weekend, know any gardeners?”
You immediately contact a friend, Gary, who has done garden work, or who is starting
to set up his gardening company and you say:
“Hey Gazza! I have a potential one-off client for you.” (State the time and date and
location) followed by, “What would you charge for the job?”
They will invariably reply:
“Yew! I can do the job, I charge $130 for the work!”

You then contact the person who asked the question and say:
“I have a trustworthy and reliable gardener who can do the job for you for $150. If
you’re keen to book them right now, I will need your email for invoicing!”
Now gardening is a random example, but it can be for anything really. Add a markup to
whatever price they are offering and bam! They get paid, and you make a little
something for your time.

See how it works? This is on a small scale, it can grow. It will grow.
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People want their problems solved. They want their immediate need met. If you come
through first with a solution that is within their budget… then you’ve won. Rather the
money come into your bank account, right?

Sometimes there are really profitable connections that are made. For instance, You’ve
managed to get Gary a number of paid gardening jobs. As a result, he is quick to say yes
to your requests. You pay him on time so he is happy to work with you. You then
happen to see a job advertised for a big landscape, you see the estimated time and
duration of this much bigger job and you message him as before. He quotes $3000, so
you contact the advertiser and offer the gardening for $3500 or even $4000 - and you
get it because you’re proactive and giving them a cost and invoice option immediately.

So from one original conversation with a man named Gary at a school evening. You’ve
potentially made well over $1000 via numerous jobs that you’ve found him.

Now imagine if you’ve listened to a number of amazing people’s stories… You become
a channel of income for them and for yourself with very little effort! I have made
thousands of dollars in the last year alone. Go ahead! Connect!
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CHAPTER THREE - Confidence

Know who you are.

When you meet people in a networking setting, know who you are. Be able to
confidently speak about your passion and your goals.

One of the biggest turn offs in the networking and business world is subconscious
“begging” - Now, that’s the moment where you move from happily speaking about
your work and family etc. and you begin to tell your “tragedy” - you know what I’m
talking about. You’ve seen it before.

The Scene:

Upbeat music. Camera pans in from outside. A networking event. A person has been
given an opportunity to talk. They are dressed well. They have a lovely manner - the
crowd, and you, are into it.

Cue violins. And then, as they talk further, they start to mention their Go Fund Me drive.
The film fades from technicolour to greyscale. They mention their sales targets they
missed. Their sick grandma (you name it) and… their body language changes.

It can be very subtle, they lose eye contact with the audience, looking down or to the
side with their head tilted. They clasp their fingers in front of their bodies, their
shoulders come forward - protecting themselves.

And that’s it! The audience is outta there. No thank you!

Now, if you cast your mind to every majorly successful person that you can think of.
When they talk in public, how do they talk?

That’s right!

They stand tall, shoulders back, chin up, eyes wide. They walk the stage, they gesture,
they believe in their product! You need to do the same! No more mentioning your
hardships, no more feeling as though you are pulling yourself up to another level…
JUMP UP THERE!

Watch some Youtube videos, look at some of the best public speakers in the world and
study how they move. How they speak. Emulate them!
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As I said earlier. You have such a short time frame in which to make a good solid long
lasting impression.
Don’t waste it!
Build that network.
They will also be the ones who send YOU work!
They could be your partner’s in business!

I hope that I have encouraged you to step out of your comfort zone, and into a more
engaging and authentic networking space. Buckle up because Tara is about to teach
you some mind opening things about Sales…

Take care!
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AUTHENTIC SALES
Tara Mollel

CHAPTER FOUR - Let’s Talk Authenticity

What are authentic sales?
What does it look like?
What does authentic sales sound like?
And, more importantly, what does authentic sales feel like?

To really answer these questions adequately we need to dive into what “authenticity”
actually means and how it applies to sales.

If something is authentic then it is real or genuine, ie not a fake. Now when we apply
this definition to sales, it is the salesperson who becomes the subject of authenticity.

So…...
Authentic sales means the salesperson is being real, genuine and behaving in a way
that is consistent with who they believe themselves to be.

The focus is on who the salesperson is “being” and how they behave during the sale,
more than what they are selling. So let us apply this to ourselves as business owners
AND salespeople.

How are you behaving during the sale?
The best way to answer this question is by increasing our awareness of ourselves and
how we are behaving and feeling at any given moment. Why? Because it is easier to
develop an authentic relationship with people when we are feeling authentic and
certain within ourselves. People want to stay, hang around, work, and do business with
people who are likable, supportive, enthusiastic, and trustworthy. In contrast, we tend
to avoid people who are difficult to be with, insecure, needy, easily irritable, and
negative.

This calls upon our Emotional Intelligence (EQ).

Emotional Intelligence, or EQ, is the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one's
emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically.

98% of the sales process is based on EQ and the last 2% is technical skills and
strategy.

Trusted relationships are the basis for authentic sales, and the best way to craft trusted
relationships is to connect to others on an emotional level. Understanding where they
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are at emotionally and knowing what emotions will arise during the sales conversation
mean you can plan ahead and support potential clients with exactly what they need in
the moment.

PS. ALL buying decisions are based on emotions! Do not discount the power of our
emotional moods to guide our decisions.
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Activity:

Use the space below to answer the questions in as much detail as possible.

What do you believe is the purpose of sales?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

If your sales conversations were to be authentic, what would it look like?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

What does authentic sales sound like - identify specific words you would use?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

How does it feel to be authentic during the sales process?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________
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Meditation

“Value the relationship more than your quota.”
― Jeffrey Gitomer, Sales Author, Speaker and Trainer

Take a moment to clearly visualise what an authentic sales interaction looks like,
sounds like, and feels like. Be as specific as you can during your visualisation.

Positive Affirmation: I am building relationships to help and support
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CHAPTER FIVE - Once You Define Something, Your Definition Will Define You

How do you define sales?

When I first started my business in 2008 I had a really terrible relationship with sales. I
just “didn’t like it”, “it wasn’t my ‘thing’”. This is what I told myself ALL THE TIME, so I
believed it was true and therefore ignored my sales altogether. I haphazardly grew my
client base but it wasn’t consistent and after the first 2 years I had already hit a plateau
in my income. I wasn’t gaining enough new clients to be able to grow my business to
the level I wanted.

Reality check….. if I wanted to fill my classes, hire additional staff, and help more
people, I needed to improve my sales. But how could I do it in a way that felt authentic
to ME?!

On a surface level we have touched on the question of how we define sales, but there
are deeper emotional themes that come before this and play a bigger role in our ability
to create and maintain relationships in sales. These emotional themes are around our
definitions of fear, rejection, failure, and missing out.

Looking at our definitions of these deeper emotional themes allows us to, firstly, work
through them. We can create changes on a neurological and emotional level by
developing our EQ and expanding our awareness. Secondly, we can develop meaningful
relationships with others on an emotional level so both parties feel connected,
supported, have mutual trust for one another. And finally, once we have identified the
emotional themes in ourselves we can easily identify them in our potential client,
allowing us to craft our sales to meet them where they are at and support them to
make the best buying decision for them (and ultimately for us too).

It was only 2 years ago that I had the idea of starting my third business. I was so excited
to embarking on this journey again. I was looking forward to sinking my teeth into new
challenges, inspiring women around the world, and having a huge impact! I set up all
my social media channels, I got my logo, and started my website….. and then I STOPPED!
I felt like I hit a brick wall, I stopped dead in my tracks. I didn’t publish my website, I
didn’t post on my social media, nor did I do anything to reach out and contact people
about my new business.

What happened? I was suddenly hit with fear and self doubt, “What if I fail? What if
this doesn’t work out like I want it to? What if I can’t do this and all my plans and hopes
and dreams fall apart?”

I was stuck in this fear induced space for months and made no progress in my business
and certainly not in my sales. It wasn’t until I took a deeper look at these fears and
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doubts and questioned how I defined them, was I able to start moving forward to really
building my business and my relationships.
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Activity:

Dive into your definition of sales….. why do you believe this?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

How is this definition holding you back or propelling you forward?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

Is this a resourceful definition or non resourceful? What could you change it to?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

What are you not considering, regarding your sales?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________

How would you like to feel about sales and money?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________
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Meditation

"Become the person who would attract the results you seek.”
-Jim Cathcart

Create an image in your mind of a successful, authentic business women. Maybe this is
a real person, someone you know, or completely made up and fictional. Identify the
qualities this woman has that contributes to her success. How does her hold herself?
What does she believe about herself? How does she define sales? Now visualise what
shoes she is wearing and image all those qualities and beliefs are contained within
those shoes. These shoes are a storage space and whenever this successful business
woman needs to power up she puts these shoes on and is able to handle anything. Now
picture yourself putting these shoes on and notice the effect it has on you. Notice how
you are standing and holding yourself. Notice how you are feeling about yourself. And
notice what you are telling yourself now you have the success shoes now.What if you
started your day by putting on your success shoes?!

Positive Affirmation: I can step into the shoes of success whenever I choose
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CHAPTER SIX - The 3 Universal Sales Fears

There are 3 fears that are impacting you, the salesperson, and your clients during the
sales process.

These 3 universal fears are:
1. Fear of Rejection
2. Fear of Failure
3. Fear of Missing Out

Using our EQ we can apply our awareness to identify when these fears come up and
how they impact our behaviour and actions during the sales process. We can notice
how they are affecting our authenticity and instead of reacting and getting defensive
we can manage our emotions, empathise with our potential clients, and build a strong
trustworthy relationship with them.

Imagine responding to the old objection line of “I need to think about it”, which can
lead us to feeling deflated and rejected, we become aware of and can manage our
emotions. So instead of reacting negatively to this situation so we can empathise and
connect with our clients and support them to move through those fears to make a
decision that feels good to them.

“I see you are a little unsure right now. I know you’re thinking ‘is this for me? I don’t
want to make a wrong choice’, I have had those same fears too, and we think sitting on
the fence and not making a decision is the best option. But if we sit on that fence too
long, we are in no-mans-land. We aren’t going anywhere -we aren’t making progress,
and we aren’t failing. But that is uncomfortable and full of uncertainty. Right now you
have the most amount of clarity on what is possible for you and what is in your way. So
right now is the most powerful time to make a decision.”

Let’s look at these fears more closely:

Fear of Rejection

What is your definition of the word “No”?

We can be so afraid of hearing “no” that we avoid directly asking for the sale. We will
give out free offers and services, give away samples, or heavily discount our prices in
hopes our potential clients will say “yes I want to buy this!” or “I’d love to pay you for
this, you tell me how much!”.
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How many of you have bought into the idea of “XYZ product is so good, it just sells
itself”? This sounds amazing in theory as it means we can avoid being rejected,
WOOHOO… Sorry. but this just ain’t true!

Now from our clients perspective, this fear plays out in the form of rejection from
family, friends, coworkers, social circle etc Once they make a purchase they may be
shamed or rejected for making the “wrong” purchase. For example; remember the 90’s
Aussie girl band Girlfriend? They had flowers on the front of their hats and made it cool.
Well I bought a hat just like, I thought I was SO cool and had planned to wear it
everywhere. However, by the time I wore it to school I was a fraction too late and
suddenly it wasn’t cool amongst my friends anymore so I never wore the hat again (this
would also prove to be a bit of a trend for me throughout my school experience, but I
digress)

Now that you know this is a fear that is playing in the back of your potential client’s
mind, and will come up in the form of an objection, what can you do to address it and
help your client overcome it?
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Activity:

Write down at least 5 definitions that you have about being rejected.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________

What type of objections could this fear of rejection produce in your potential client?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What can you do or say to help them overcome this fear?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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2. Fear of Failure

Who has ever been affected by this? Depending on our definition of failure it has the
potential to make or break us in business. We can be so afraid of failing that we never
try anything new or move out of our comfort zone. This leads us to becoming stale,
unadaptable, and eventually all possible client leads will dry up, and the very thing that
we were afraid of has just come true.

This can run deeper than we think, as we look for evidence of failure from our past and
use it to justify our present decisions to not take a chance or try something different.
There are so many great strategies out there for reaching our audience, building
relationships and improving our sales, but if you aren’t open to the possibility of failing
(due to your definition of it) then it makes it difficult for you to succeed.

For your potential client, this fear is very real and proves to be the most common fear
behind majority of objections. For example, “it’s just not the right time for me” - I’m
calling BS on this one. When is it the “right” time?! This objection is going on the
assumption that the client can see into the future and know that the future will hold
the “right”time for them. Doubtful! It’s more likely that they are afraid that they will try
your product or service and it wont work for them, or they won’t be able to make it
work for them, therefore failing. If they invest their time and money in your product or
service and it doesn’t work for them, what does that say about them?
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Activity:

How do you define failure?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
______

When did you choose to accept this definition as truth?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________

What type of objections could this fear of rejection produce in your potential client?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________

What can you do or say to help them overcome this fear?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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3. Fear of Missing Out

This fear is such a reality for people that it even has its own acronym - FOMO! As
business owners the idea of losing a potential client or even turn clients that aren’t
ideal is blasphemy. Particularly when we are starting out or are in a slow period, FOMO
kicks in and we grab on too tightly to potential clients, don’t qualify our leads, and
serve anyone that will take us (which can make for difficult clients). Our FOMO leads us
into desperation mode, and can diminish our ability to see other possibilities and
potentials.

For example, you know that shop assistant that just won’t leave you alone. The one
that keeps pushing items on you and says that “you look great” even though you have
eyes too and can see that clearly a bright orange jumpsuit with horizontal white lines
should not be worn by anyone who has the slightest sense of style (again, I digress).

From the clients perspective, if they buy your product or service, what else are they
missing out on buying? Our time and money are limited resources, which leads all of us
to be very picky when it comes to choosing what we spend them on. If your client
chooses to invest their time and money into your business it means they are missing
out on investing them into another business.

A fantastic example of this is the CEO of SoulCycle, an indoor cycling program that has
taken the world of fitness by storm, Melanie Whelan, who has taken the company from
7 studios in 2015 to over 70 jam-packed studios in 2017. How? Because she knew that
her biggest competition wasn’t other fitness programs, but Netflix! If people were to
commit to spending 45mins in the SoulCycle studio then they were missing out on the
latest Netflix TV series or latest movie blockbuster.

Now at one point or another you have had to face and overcome all of these, right?!
The decision to start a business meant all these fears have come up for you at one
point or another, and they will come up again in the future. You know exactly how it
feels. And, now through answering the questions, you are gaining an insight into how
these fears and your definitions of them have played a part in your decision making.

It’s the same for your clients.

Now knowing that these fears are there, it means you can craft your sales process ie
your offer, the information you deliver, your conversations etc in a way that allows you
to connect and build an authentic relationship quickly with your client. Making you a
trusted advisor recommending the best course of action for your client.
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Activity:

What triggers your FOMO?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________

When you notice that you may be slipping into desperation mode, what can you do in
the moment?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________

What type of objections could this fear of missing out produce in your potential client?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________

What can you do or say to help them overcome this fear?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
______
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Meditation
"Sales is based on the most basic emotion – People like to buy things they need from
people they like. What makes them like us – comfort level, our listening & solution
providing skills & timely processing of their requirements.”
― Shahenshah Hafeez Khan

Go through each of these fears and the definitions that you have placed behind them.
Are they resourcefully moving you closer to success, or have they been holding you back?
Decide now on the definition that you want to hold each time these fears come up for
you. When you recognise the fear how do you want to feel? What do you want to be
telling yourself? Once you are clear on this visualise how these new definitions and
feelings play out. Picture yourself feeling the fear and then choosing the more
resourceful path, and the outcome that this then leads to.

Rehearse these like you would a play or performance piece so it become ingrained in
you.

Positive Affirmation: Everything I need is within me now.
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Yes, it is.
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Use the following pages for any thoughts or notes, regarding what you have read
in this workbook.


